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File Name Description
Wind,Ext,Breeze,Grass,Tall,Rustle,Buffeting Strong breeze rustling tall grass, with some buffeting of the mics.
Wind,Ext,Breeze,Grass,Tall,Rustle,Buffeting,2nd pos Strong breeze rustling tall grass, with some buffeting of the mics.
Wind,Ext,Breeze,Leaves,Dead,Rustle,Flutter Strong breeze rustling dead leaves on a Beech hedgerow
Wind,Ext,Breeze,Leaves,Dry,Crisp,Flapping,Rustle Strong breeze in crisp, dry leaves, flapping and rustling
Wind,Ext,Breeze,Leaves,Dry,Crisp,Flapping,Rustle,Intensifying Strong breeze in crisp, dry leaves, flapping and rustling with increasing intensity
Wind,Ext,Breeze,Leaves,Fresh,Flapping,Rustle Strong breeze making fresh leaves rustle and flap
Wind,Ext,Breeze,Leaves,Fresh,Rustle,Whoosh,Buffeting Strong breeze whooshing and making fresh leaves rustle and flap, some mic buffeting.
Wind,Ext,Breeze,Leaves,Tiny,Dry,Tremble,Rustle Strong breeze in tiny, dry leaves. Rustling and trembling
Wind,Ext,Breeze,Pines,Birdsong,Whoosh,Noise,Soothing Breeze in pine trees, making a soothing noise. A bit of birdsong too.
Wind,Ext,Breeze,Pines,Grass,Whoosh,Rustle,Soothing Breeze in pines and tall grass, with a soothing rustle.
Wind,Ext,Breeze,Pines,Shrubs,Dry,Rustle,Whoosh Strong breeze in pines and dry shrubs, rustling and whooshing.
Wind,Ext,Breeze,Reeds,Rustle,Howl,Whip,Whistle Strong breeze in dry reeds, making a howling, whistling and whipping sound.
Wind,Ext,Breeze,Reeds,Rustle,Howl,Whip,Whistle,Gentle,Soothing Soothing breeze in dry reeds, making a howling, whistling and whipping sound.
Wind,Ext,Breeze,Treeline,Whoosh,Creak,Squeak,Buffeting Strong breeze in treeline, whooshing, squeaking and creaking. Buffeting of mics.
Wind,Ext,Breeze,Treeline,Whoosh,Noise,Constant Strong breeze in a treeline, making a constant, whooshing noise.
Wind,Ext,Breeze,Trees,Bushes,Dry leaves,Noise,Rustle Strong breeze in bushes with dry leaves, rustling noisily.
Wind,Ext,Breeze,Trees,Fir,Whoosh,Squeak Strong breeze in fir trees, whooshing and squeaking.
Wind,Ext,Breeze,Trees,Leaves,Twigs,Whoosh,Noise,Rustle Strong breeze in trees, rustling leaves and twigs.
Wind,Ext,Breeze,Trees,Squeak slightly,Whoosh,Bird,Chattering Strong breeze making trees squeak slightly. Chattering birds.
Wind,Ext,Breeze,Trees,Squeak,Creak,Pronounced,Resonant Trees squeaking and creaking in the breeze with a pronounced resonance.
Wind,Ext,Breeze,Trees,Squeak,Creak,Pronounced,Resonant,Mono Trees squeaking and creaking in the breeze with a pronounced resonance. Mono.
Wind,Ext,Breeze,Trees,Whoosh,Smooth,Buffeting Breezing whooshing smoothhly through trees. Buffeting of mics.
Wind,Ext,Gust,Grass,Rustle,Whistle,Whip Gust through tall grass, with a whipping and whistling sound. Buffeting of mics.
Wind,Ext,Gust,Grasslands,Rustle,Buffeting Gust over grasslands, rustling and buffeting of mics.
Wind,Ext,Gust,Grasslands,Rustle,Buffeting,Blasts Gust and wind blasts over grasslands, rustling and buffeting of mics.
Wind,Ext,Gust,Grasslands,Rustle,Buffeting,Dynamic Gust over grasslands, rustling and buffeting of mics. Dynamic sound.
Wind,Ext,Gusts,Blasts,Pines,Buffeting,Overload Gusts blasting pines, buffeting of mics and slight overload of inputs.
Wind,Ext,Gusts,Blasts,Trees,Fir,Whoosh,Squeak,Buffeting Gusts and blasts through fir trees, whooshing, squeaking. Buffeting of mics.
Wind,Ext,Gusts,Blasts,Trees,Fir,Whoosh,Squeak,Pronounced,Buffeting Gusts and blasts through fir trees, whooshing, pronounced squeaking. Buffeting of mics.
Wind,Ext,Gusts,Blasts,Trees,Whoosh,Buffeting,Heavy Gusts and blasts through trees, heavy buffeting of mics.
Wind,Ext,Storm,Gusts,Trees,Bushes,Rustle,Whoosh,Faint clacking Stormy gusts in trees and bushes, rustling and whooshing. Some faint claking heard.
Wind,Ext,Storm,Gusts,Trees,Bushes,Rustle,Whoosh,x5 Five passages of stormy gusts in trees and bushes, rustling and whooshing.
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